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Objective

 Create/ generate information on Marathi 
Wikipedia 

 of local people, places etc. (practically anything)

 for those who are not comfortable in English and/ or 
not net savvy



Marathi Wikipedia - Status

 No. of articles – 32202

 Administrators  – 9

 Users – 14148

 Active Users – ???



Activities

 Create new articles in Marathi Wikipedia (w:mr)

 Add/Edit text in the existing articles

 Link Marathi article to English article (interwiki)

 Translate English articles into Marathi

 Link pictures from Wikimedia Commons

 Share links of Wikipedia on Facebook/ Twitter

 Encourage people to join Marathi Wikipedia and become 
writer/ editor

 Advertise to various Marathi groups

 My interests



Add new articles in Marathi

 Simplest thing to start with

 Start writing new article

 Copy everything from English article and 
translate

 Don’t forget to add references

 If article is incomplete, make a note and 
complete it later



Edit/add in the existing articles

 Select an area of interest

 Search for the selected article

 Read carefully and start editing (if required)

 Add all possible information with references

 Complete articles just started by other (stubs)

 Complete articles with only template for content



Attach Marathi article to English

 Link a Marathi article with the same article in 
other languages

 Create new articles and link to other languages



Translate to Marathi from English

 Take an article of interest from English and start 
translating it with the help of Quillpad/ 
Baraha/Google Transliteration etc.

 Atleast “Copy evenything” including photo, links 
and references and start translating.

 Don’t forget to add {{WIP}}/{{कामचालू}} on 
incomplete articles, but only if you intend to 
come back and  finish it later.



Add photo from Wikimedia Commons

 Upload pictures you took/own to Wikimedia 
Commons

 Link those to the articles in Marathi/English 
articles

 Discussions with “WikiPuneri” & “Photography 
@Pune”



Links of Wikipedia on Facebook/ 
Twitter

 Most popular way of Marketing/ communication

 Enhancement is in process on this topic



Encourage people to join 
Marathi Wikipedia and become 
writer/ editor

 Communication  and marketing



Advertise to various Marathi 
groups

 Advertise to various Marathi groups like mayboli
Tech Marathi, Misal Pav etc

 Participate in the groups and advertise

 Encourage blog writers to participate



Project wise updation

 Heritage places of Pune (WikiPuneri)

 Forts of Maharashtra

 Geography of Maharashtra



Thanks
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